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 Unlimited video calling on a dedicated global network

 Integrate your videoconferencing hardware into Skype for Business workflows

 Plug ‘n’ play activation

 Enable two-way calling from behind your corporate firewall

 Compatible with videoconferencing units from industry leaders Polycom, Cisco, 

Huawei, and more

Dedicated subscription plans for your 
videoconferencing units

Videxio for Video Units
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Videxio for Video Units
- A dedicated subscription service for videoconferencing units

Our specialized subscription service enables secure, seamless two-way calling from your 
videoconferencing unit with both internal and external contacts, via our quality-assured global 
cloud video network. 

Your videoconferencing system joins our cloud service through your local internet connection, plugging in to our 
global video network with dedicated capacity and assured quality. Provides the highest quality video performance for 
international video calls without needing to invest in internal infrastructure.

HIGHLIGHTS

 + Unlimited video calling with live screen-share: unlimited two-way calling to any standards-based video address 
(SIP/H.323) on any video network with 1080p content sharing

 + Global video network with smart roaming: a dedicated global network for video. With smart roaming your unit will 
always be connected to the nearest data center wherever you’re calling from

 + Skype for Business gateway service: connect videoconferencing devices directly to your Skype for Business ecosystems 
and workflows. Seamless connectivity between your video units and Skype for Business users and scheduled Skype 
meetings

 + Meeting room mode: fast, effective wireless, “one tap to join” dialing from your video unit into scheduled meetings 
hosted on Videxio, Skype for Business, Zoom, BlueJeans, WebEx and Cisco Spark (requires My Meeting Video app)

 + Plug ‘n’ play activation: simple automated one-click network registration for each unit 

 + Unique video address: your unit’s unique “phone number”. Formatted like an email address so it’s easy to remember and 
share

 + Automated contacts directory: the network automatically updates your unit with all the video contacts inside your 
company for fast dialing  

 + Flexible monthly subscriptions: options to suit systems of all sizes, from huddle rooms to executive room systems

 + Technical Info: for a full list of the current units compatible with our licenses please visit: http://bit.ly/compatible units  

CHOOSE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION:

SUBSCRIPTION: PREMIUM PLUS BASIC

Skype for Business gateway service with Microsoft Azure connectivity Yes X X

Plug ‘n’ Play activation Yes Yes Yes

Unlimited video calling Yes Yes Yes

Unique video address Yes Yes Yes

Automated phonebook Yes Yes Yes

Meeting Room Mode Yes Yes Yes

Native interoperability (SIP/H.323) Yes Yes Yes

Business to business network connectivity Yes Yes Yes

Smart roaming Yes Yes Yes

Max. call rate 3.0 Mbs 1,5 Mbs 768 Kbs

Resolution (typical performance varies between unit models) 1080p HD or better 720p HD or better Standard def. or better

Global quality-assured video network Included Included Included

Suitable for
High-end executive and 

large room systems
Executive video and 
medium room units

Huddle rooms and small  
meeting rooms


